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MSUM adopts mandatory healthcare plan
Students automatically enrolled in insurance, may voluntarily opt out 
InSuRAncE, pAgE 3
cHRIS HuBER/tHE ADvocAtE
professor Joe provost works in his biology lab. He and professor Mark Wallert received a grant for 
their work with the nHE protein. 
Seitz can be reached at 
seitzni@mnstate.edu
MSUM began a pilot pro-
gram for mandatory student 
health insurance this semes-
ter.
More than 6,000 undergrad-
uate students were automati-
cally enrolled in the insurance 
at the beginning of the semes-
ter. Those students already 
covered under another plan 
or who wish not to participate 
can decline coverage by filling 
out the waiver on the Hendrix 
Web site. As of Tuesday, 4,066 
students had opted out, leav-
ing nearly 1,961 still enrolled.
“We are piloting this for the 
MnSCU system. It’s kind of 
the wave of the future because 
there are already a lot of col-
leges and universities who are 
doing this,” said Carol Grimm, 
health and wellness director at 
Hendrix.
Starting in August, students 
received a series of three e-
mails in their official school 
accounts, which explained the 
policy and a link to the waiver 
process.
“What we would hope 
would happen is that they 
would read through the infor-
mation, if they already have 
insurance, they could go 
directly to the waiver and it 
would take all of 10 seconds 
to go through the waiver pro-
cess,” said Vice President of 
Student Affairs Warren Wiese.
After Aug. 29, a $389 fee 
was placed on students’ 
accounts, but will only be 
charged to those students who 
have not waived out by Sept. 
29. Though it is a 12-month 
policy, students will make a 
payment at the beginning of 
fall and spring semesters.
About 2 percent of students 
took advantage of the previ-
ous optional student health 
insurance held by MSUM. 
Administrators decided on a 
mandatory plan to drive down 
the cost of premiums.
“By doing this kind of 
plan, the price dropped about 
20 percent, but the benefits 
increased sometimes by four 
or six-fold,” Wiese said. 
Finding the funding for 
research and developing a 
cancer-fighting drug is all in 
a days work for two MSUM 
professors and their student- 
filled research team. Bioscience 
professors Joe Provost and 
Mark Wallert received federal 
grants totaling $565,000 over 
the next three years for their 
work in researching the pro-
tein called the sodium-hydro-
gen exchanger or NHE.
The pair first learned about 
these grants in May. From the 
first grant, the team is receiv-
ing a total of $380,000 over 
a three-year period from the 
National Science Foundation. 
Funding from this grant will 
focus on figuring out how pro-
teins can anchor to NHE and 
also on trying to find a way to 
regulate it. 
   The NHE protein is found 
on the surface of cell mem-
branes and it directs how and 
where the cell moves. If they 
can learn more about this 
process they can determine 
whether or not they can use 
that process of movement to 
stop cancer cells from metas-
tasizing. Since the NSF grant 
only covers the science aspect 
of the research, they will be 
using this to understand how 
the NHE functions. 
The second grant received, 
totaling $185,000, was award-
ed to them by the National 
Institutes for Health and the 
funding for this grant will be 
used to examine the role that 
NHE plays in some forms of 
aggressive lung cancer. 
“These are really aggressive 
lung tumors that have less 
than an 80 percent five-year 
survival rate,” Provost said. 
Provost and Wallert will be 
looking specifically at what 
proteins work with NHE and 
also for a drug that will help 
block or even treat forms of 
non-small lung cancer. 
Provost also said that they 
“are using a compounder drug 
that inhibits our protein and 
then watching the tumor in all 
sorts of different studies.”
So far in tests on lab mice, 
they have found a treatment 
that can reduce the size of 
some non-small cell lung can-
cers up to 80 percent. the drug 
they are using with this study 
isn’t normally used for cancer 
but for things like high blood 
pressure. 
Students are also playing an 
integral part of the researching 
process. Some of the money 
from the grants is set aside to 
help pay the students working 
on the research. 
“As far as the research itself, 
designing the basic experi-
ments, workings at the bench, 
our students do 85 to 90 per-
cent of the work,” Wallert said 
adding that they, “primarily 
help establish techniques and 
guide the process.”
There is good news for any 
student who is interested in 
assisting with research. Provost 
said that they are still looking 
for one or two more students 
to help out. Students can also 
go to the chemistry office in 
Hagen Hall and fill out an 
application. Wallart said this 
is a great opportunity for stu-
dents because it gives students 
“a quality research experience 
that really benefits them.”
Once the three years is up for 
the grants Provost and Wallert 
will be looking towards reap-
plying for grants to contin-
ue their studies. In the past 
10 years, they have received 
more than $2 million in out-
side funding for research and 
teaching. As far as the motiva-
tion towards the lung cancer 
research, Provost and Wallert 
agreed that it was just a nat-
ural progression from other 
research they had done and 
that this was cutting-edge and 
meaningful work.
By nIcHoLE SEItZ
Staff Writer
Who is the plan intended for?
Students looking for more affordable insurance, 
and the 11 percent of MSUM students who are 
uninsured.
How do students opt out of the insurance?
Visit: www.mnstate.edu/hendrix/insurance.cfm
What does the plan cover?
Information on coverage is located at www.uhcsr.
com
When will students receive a copy of the policy?
The printed policies are expected to arrive by the 
end of September.
Will students be covered over the summer?
Yes, it is a 12-month plan, paid in two payments.
Bioscience professors receive grants
Provost, Wallert, student teams make strides in cancer research 
ecurity
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Security update  
Director of Campus Security Michael Parks
 Intoxicated on campus
BY AMY LEARN
Staff Writer
Attend a student 
teaching open forum
Social studies majors should 
bring questions about student 
teaching requirements to the 
history club, at 7 p.m. on Sept. 
17 in Maclean 173, for a stu-
dent teaching open forum. 
Hear from students who 
have taught for credit, as well 
as local teachers. Ask ques-
tions about lesson plans, deal-
ing with students, and getting 
the most out of your student 
teaching experience. 
The history club will pro-
vide food and drink, as well 
as information about upcom-
ing events. Questions can be 
directed to Justin Dornbusch 
at dornbuju@mnstate.edu.
Be an active dragon 
after dark
Join us from 9 p.m to 1 a.m., 
Friday on the campus mall for 
“Home Sweet Dragon Home,” 
sponsored by Dragons After 
Dark. 
Activities for the evening 
include: laser tag, glow in the 
dark bocce ball, hay rides, 
karaoke, pillowcase decorat-
ing and postcards for home. 
Enjoy roasting hot dogs and 
making s’mores around the 
campfire.
Be a dragon volunteer 
hero and connect with a local 
volunteer service agency. 
Representatives from local 
agencies will be available from 
9 to 10 p.m.
Join children’s book 
award committee
The library is looking for 
students who are interested in 
serving on our children’s book 
award committee. 
Committee work includes 
screening new picture books, 
attending committee meetings 
and ultimately selecting the 
best read aloud picture books 
of 2008. Committee work may 
also include reading aloud to 
children. 
A link to an application form 
can be found at www.mnstate.
edu/cmc. 
Application deadline: Sept. 
19. For questions, contact 
Korella Selzler at selzler@
mnstate.edu. 
Additional information 
about the Read Aloud Program 
is available at www.mnstate.
edu/cmc/ComstockReading
AloudInitiative.cfm. 
Grab a Eurospring 
brochure
Those who have indicated 
an interest in the Eurospring 
program can now pick up a 
brochure in Flora Frick 153.  
Please note that the infor-
mation on the web is from the 
2008 program, which will be 
updated as time permits.
Register your org. 
before it’s too late
The annual student organi-
zation registration deadline is 4 
p.m. Sept. 19.  Registration can 
be completed online at www.
mnstate.edu/osa.  Follow the 
link for annual student orga-
nization registration.  
All student organization 
officers and advisor(s) must 
register by this deadline.  For 
more information, contact the 
Office of Student Activities, 
CMU 229, at 218-477-2790 or 
at osa@mnstate.edu.
Chapman to speak 
on Galileo
Dr. Allan Chapman of 
Oxford University’s Wadham 
College will be on campus this 
fall to talk to students inter-
ested in MSUM’s Eurospring 
program and will present his 
annual public lecture on the 
topic: “Galileo: The Man, the 
Myth and the Discoverer,” at 
7:30 p.m. on Sept. 24 in SL 
104.
The information sessions 
are open to anyone interested 
in Eurospring.
FRI
SAT
SUN
THU
WED
TUE
MON
College night at the Fargodome brought in students from the area 
colleges last Thursday for a chance to win prizes, find jobs and 
have fun.
Advocate meetings 
4 p.m. Mondays 
in CMU 110
The Advocate would like 
to invite any interested stu-
dents to their weekly meet-
ings in The Advocate office. 
Pick up an application today 
and apply to be a sports writ-
er, staff writer, cartoonist or 
photographer. 
Intoxicated males 
on campus
Three male students in Dahl 
were reported by a resident 
advisor to campus security as 
being possibly intoxicated at 1 
a.m. on Friday. 
When security arrived they 
found two of the three men 
under the influence and were 
both then reported to judicial 
services.
Minor escorted back 
to dorm
On Saturday in the early 
morning hours campus secu-
rity found a drunken male 
student wondering around 
outside by the Center for Arts. 
He was cited by the Moorhead 
Police Department with a 
minor in consumption and 
escorted to his dorm room.
Intoxicated students 
catch up on reading
Campus security received a 
dispatch call at 12:20 a.m., on 
Sept. 6 of two male students 
staggering around inside of 
the library. The men got into 
the library through card access 
in the lab area. Both received 
minor in consumption cita-
tions and were sent to judicial 
services.
Student caught 
topless, intoxicated
A shirtless, intoxicated male 
student was found by cam-
pus security walking through 
S Lot at about 3 a.m. on Sept. 
7. The man evidently had got-
ten into a fight with a friend 
earlier in the evening. He was 
cited by the Moorhead Police 
Department and sent to judi-
cial services.
Take the senior year 
experience class
If in need of a one-credit 
course that can help answer 
many questions about life 
after college check out senior 
year experience. This class 
will help ease the transition to 
the world of work. This course 
also covers other subjects such 
as 401K plans and bonds.
Enroll in Senior Year 
Experience today because 
class begins at 6 p.m., Sept. 24 
and meets weekly for a total of 
eight weeks.
Call the Office of Student 
Activities at 477-2120 with 
questions.
FM AdFed held at the 
Fargo Theatre 
Come join FM AdFed 
Tuesday at the Fargo Theatre 
for free food, cash bar and the 
film “Crazy People.” 
The social begins at 5:30 
p.m., trivia and prizes at 6:30 
p.m. and the film “Crazy 
People” at 7 p.m. 
You can relax and socialize 
while learning more about the 
benefits of FM AdFed mem-
bership.
This event is free to mem-
bers and is $15 for guests.
TAAREN HAAk / AdvoCATE
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Justice Gildea answers students’ questions after her speech in a political science class Friday. She came to promote the Minnesota 
Supreme Court’s visit in october.
NDSU College of Pharmacy,  
Nursing, and Allied Sciences 
Career Fair 
Thursday, September 18 
10 a.m.- 2:30 p.m. 
 
Open to college & high school students, parents, 
and others interested in Pharmacy, Nursing, Clini-
cal Laboratory Science, Radiologic Sciences, and 
Respiratory Care. 
 
Fargodome 
Free to All Attendees 
More than 60 booths representing all careers in 
these fields.  Visit with professionals, faculty, staff, 
and students. 
 
Free Parking 
For more information, call: Sara Tanke @ 231-6461 
Minn. Supreme Court justice visits MSUM
Minnesota Supreme Court 
Justice Lorie Gildea visited 
MSUM students Friday.  
Gildea spoke to political sci-
ence classes and held an open 
discussion lunch on Friday. 
The educational seminars 
were held in part to promote 
the Minn. Supreme Court’s 
plans to visit Moorhead in 
October.
The Supreme Court seat-
holder got to know students 
as she answered questions 
about the judicial system.
Heads nodded and smiles 
spread as Gildea tackled a bar-
rage of questions over a plate 
of pizza.  
Questions ranged from 
judicial policy, fictional tele-
vision portrayals of her job 
and to the real personality of 
former Minn. Governor, Jesse 
Ventura.   
It was a one of a kind expe-
rience for aspiring law stu-
dents to sit face-to-face with 
the real deal.  The event was 
just a taste of things to come 
this October, when the entire 
Minnesota Supreme Court will 
visit Moorhead Oct. 6 and 7.  
“The court has been taking 
its show on the road since 
1995,” Gildea said. “It’s an 
important outreach avenue for 
the court. I mean, the people of 
Minnesota, we’re their court, 
and the more information we 
can give them about the way 
we do business, the better.”  
For $15, anyone in the com-
munity can eat and mingle 
with the Minnesota Supreme 
Court on Oct. 6. All seven 
Justices will hold the pro-
gram at the CMU.  The court 
will then move to Moorhead 
High School on Oct. 7 to hear 
oral arguments of a real case. 
Gildea mainly spoke about 
politics and judicial selection. 
She explained why it’s so 
important that the Minn. judi-
cial system stay non-partisan.  
“How we pick our judges 
really does matter to the pub-
lic,” Gildea said. She attributed 
the state’s successful judicial 
process to one reason why it’s 
the fifth most publicly trusted 
in the U.S.  
“I hope that the students 
remember the take-away mes-
sage of that the Minnesota 
Supreme Court works really 
well together,” Gildea said.
No questions about Jill 
Clark’s attempts to remove 
Gildea from the primary elec-
tion ballot were asked.  Clark 
claims Gildea’s “incumbent” 
label on the ballot gives her an 
unfair advantage.  Gov. Tim 
Pawlenty appointed Gildea 
when former Justice Russell 
Anderson stepped down 
three years ago.  Clark, who 
is running for Gildea’s seat, 
feels that that appointment 
was only temporary and that 
Gildea must now step aside.    
A special judicial panel 
heard Clark’s case late this 
August.  
“The Minnesota Supreme 
Court dismissed the petition 
but the opponent who chose 
to file this lawsuit has asked 
the United States Supreme 
Court to review it,” Gildea 
said.  “The primary is happen-
ing Tuesday, my name is on 
the ballot.”
By MATT hoPPer
Staff Writer
“Before where a benefit 
might have been $25,000 for 
example, now the limit was 
raised to $100,000 or more in 
some cases,” he said.   
The plan, provided by 
United Healthcare, was 
proposed this spring to the 
Minnesota State University 
Student Association (MSUSA), 
a board of students from each 
of the schools in MnSCU who 
serve as an advisory board. In 
past years, MSUSA opposed 
similar insurance programs 
at Mankato and Winona, but 
came out in favor of MSUM’s.
As a pilot program, MSUM 
has up to five years to get 
it approved for permanent 
implementation. 
“I think we’ll find out what-
ever we want to know. If there 
aren’t major adjustments made 
at the end of the first year, that 
two years would probably be 
enough,” Wiese said.  
Students’ reactions to the 
new insurance and the imple-
mentation of it have been 
mixed. 
“They’ve been fairly posi-
tive,” Grimm said. “I’ve 
had several parents call and 
thank us for doing it because 
their sons or daughters were 
already off their policies and 
didn’t know what they were 
going to do.”
Student senate president 
Laura Zeiher hears the other 
side.
“Most of the student com-
plaints are disappointment,” 
she said. “They don’t believe 
that the policy was made clear 
and were not fully aware of 
what was going on and how 
to opt out of the insurance.”
“Overall, I’ve heard the con-
sensus that it is a good idea to 
allow affordable health care 
to students, but it would be 
better suited to make it an 
option rather than [one] that is 
automatically charged to one’s 
tuition unless they go in and 
waive out of it,” Zeiher said.
Until the Sept. 29 deadline, 
administrators will continue 
to publicize the implementa-
tion of the plan. They placed 
posters in the residents’ halls 
and academic buildings and 
continue to run advertise-
ments.
 “We’re not saying you have 
to take this policy,” Wiese said. 
“All we’re saying is that if 
you’re not insured, this is the 
policy that would be assigned 
to you and then if you don’t 
want it, you have to go through 
the waiver process.”
inSUrAnCe, FroM FronT
hopper can be reached at 
mattoffuk@hotmail.com
Shaffer can be reached at 
shaffehe@mnstate.edu
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The murmur of a small 
party is audible from the front 
porch of a pale yellow house 
near NDSU’s main campus 
in Fargo, N.D. Upon entering 
this house, it’s wise for one’s 
shoes to remain on; the sticky, 
wooden floors tell tales of too 
many spilled drinks. It’s a 
short walk through the living 
room, dining room, and out 
the backdoor. From the back 
porch a decent-sized garage is 
visible. It’s another 20 yards 
to the dingy garage that has 
been transformed from a stor-
age space into ground zero for 
Be Square Longboards.
Be Square Longboards is a 
longboard skateboard compa-
ny started by NDSU students 
Bryan Leininger and Brian 
Mewes. Leininger, 21, was 
the initial brainchild behind 
the operation, which began 
in early July. Mewes, also 21, 
joined him a few weeks later.
Leininger had been long-
boarding for about 18 months 
when he began looking at 
custom long-
board plans on 
the internet. 
Shortly after, 
he started the 
trial-and-error 
experimenta-
tions that even-
tually led to the 
formation of Be Square. 
Be Square makes boards of 
various lengths, from a 28-
inch “old-school skateboard” 
to a more conventional 45-
inch longboard. 
For the deck of the board, 
they use plys of Baltic birch 
that are purchased local-
ly from a lumberyard in 
Dilworth, Minn. Several plys 
of birch are glued and pressed 
together, then left to dry for 
24 hours. Next, the board 
is shaped, holes are drilled 
for the trucks, 
a graphic is 
applied, and the 
board is sand-
ed.
The trucks, 
wheels and bear-
ings are ordered 
online. These 
vary depending on what each 
rider wants to accomplish 
with their board. Be Square 
specializes in making custom 
boards of various lengths and 
widths, and offers customized 
graphics.
“Scheels won’t make a 
board specifically for what 
you want to do,” Mewes 
explained, “and they won’t 
put the graphic that you 
want on the board.”
Besides offering custom 
boards that no area chain 
store or local skateboard 
shop can offer, they are also 
undercutting them on the 
prices. A shorter board is 
sold for around $60 to $65 
(compared to around $100), 
while a longer board rang-
es from $80 to $100 (com-
pared to around $130).
“If we wanted to make 
money off this then we 
would put the math into 
our time, our material use, 
the tools we use, the wear and 
tear on the tools and add all 
that up and give them a cost 
based on that,” Mewes said, 
“but instead we give people 
a base cost that we think is 
reasonable.”
The company’s first cus-
tomer was Fargo resident 
Scott Noehring. 
Noehring had previously 
ridden an entry level Sector9 
longboard. He said that he is 
definitely satisfied with the 
performance of the Be Square 
board.
“When Scott took his board 
and rode it for the first time, 
that was the coolest part for 
me,” Mewes said.
Though they are current-
ly designing and building 
boards for a client-base com-
prised mostly of their friends, 
they are looking to provide 
more people with quality, 
custom-made, and affordable 
longboards.
“Right now its fun, it’s a 
hobby,” Mewes said, “but it’d 
be really cool if we could get 
a lot of people into it.”
Leininger agrees with this 
sentiment.
Students find a niche
 with custom 
LONGBOARDS
Three Moorhead 
locations!
South Moorhead
(South of the Interstate)
EasTen Mall
Downtown Mhd 
(blocks away from MSUM,
behind KFC)
Apply in person at: 
2829 S. University Drive, Fargo 
 www.pcifargo.com
EXP. PREF. BUT NOT REQ.
VARIETY OF FLEXIBLE SHIFTS, CASUAL WORK ENVIRONMENT 
PAID TRAINING
Hiring Immediately!
TEMP. APPT. REMIND. CALLS - $8/HR
P/T & F/T TELESALES - $9/HR BASE PAY EARNING UP 
TO $12/HR! 
Brian Mewes (left) and Bryan Leininger (right) show off the long 
and short of their business. The two are co-owners of Be Square 
a local longboard business. 
This longboard was freshly pressed at the Be Square production
facility.
MATT LEINGANG / AdvocATE
I take a lot of pride 
in this, it’s a lot of 
fun for me, and I’d 
like to see people 
having as much fun.
Bryan Leininger
Be Square co-owner
“
To LoNGBoArd, PAGE 8
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Dustin Mattke, junior, rides his bike through campus mall on Tuesday afternoon.
ChriS huber / ADvoCATe PhoTo eDiTor
Bicycle Basics
A practical guide to riding your 
bike on campus 
One of the most common modes of transportation on campus is the bicycle. Not only are they cheap, but they are also a great way to exercise. However, there are a few things that students should be aware of when they are riding their bikes. Some of the things that a person should think about when 
riding their bicycles are rules, safety and security.  Another thing that bikers worry about is getting hit by a 
car. 
Senior Barbra Michel was riding her bicycle to 
work on Aug. 21 and a car backed up and hit her. 
“When I got my thoughts all pulled together, it 
struck my mind that I had been hit by a car, and that 
I was ok,” Michel said. “I believe that people should 
know what to do if they ever get hit by a car. I never 
looked at the license plate of the car that hit me, but 
I should have.” 
Michel had to deal with some tough bike issues, 
being hit by a car and having her bike stolen in the 
same week. She parked her bike outside of the CMU 
on Aug. 26 and when she came back, her bike was 
gone. She bought a cheap lock and believes that 
might be the reason it was stolen. 
“One thing a person should do is write down 
their bike’s serial number, in case it is ever stolen 
so they’ll have a chance of finding it,” Director of 
Security Michael Parks said. 
Another way to keep your bike safe from being 
stolen is all in how you lock your bike up. 
“The lock should go through the front tire and 
into the back triangle, which locks the back tire and 
gears into place. There is also a way to protect your 
seat by getting a seat leash, which is an extension 
that you can add onto your lock,” said Curt Maki, of 
the Fargo Scheels. “Last week alone, there had been 
three bikes that customers brought in to be fixed. 
They had been vandalized, their tires were replaced, 
which, runs from about $100 to $150.”   
There are a few different guidelines that you must 
remember when biking. “When on a paved road 
make sure you stop at all stop signs and that you 
use hand signals,” said Parks. “When on campus, 
you can ride on the sidewalks, but make sure you 
watch out for pedestrians, because they have the 
right of way.”
Keep in mind where it is alright to park. 
“The only place that bicycles should be parked are 
on the bicycle racks, not locked to trees or signs.”
Traffic laws are important and if they are not fol-
lowed someone could get hurt. 
“Obey traffic laws when on the sidewalk, watch 
out for cars, don’t take the ‘Right of Way’ for grant-
ed, because cars are not always paying attention,” 
NDSU sophomore Craig Carlson said. 
“A person should also invest some money in a 
good helmet” said Michel. 
Since many people ride bicycles, it’s a good thing 
for everyone to look into the safety issues and keep-
ing common sense at their side. If you want to look 
more into bike safety and bicycling events happen-
ing in town, visit www.fmbikeworkshop.org.
Be safeBe aware Be careful
Story by Devin Burgland
Director of Security Michael Parks recommends locking up bikes 
on campus, but encourages utilizing bike racks rather than poles.
Devin burglAnD / The ADvoCATe
      wh
Discovering the 
options for new 
student insurance 
plan at MSUM
Three weeks into fall semester, one challenge has 
presented itself: the new student insurance plan 
being offered by Hendrix Health Center.
During spring semester, the student senate ap-
proved the plan, which then went on to get ap-
proved by MnSCU, which resulted in the man-
datory plan being applied, and now it has taken 
effect.
The plan automatically enrolled the more than 
6,000 students at MSUM. Students can opt out of 
the plan, and the majority already have.
The topic has been controversial, and unfortu-
nately, blame has been aimed in many directions.
In order for the insurance plan to be implemented 
by fall semester, things had to move along ex-
tremely quickly through the summer months. 
During this time, there was little information 
available the plan would take effect, although the 
option had been debated for some time.
This pilot program serves as that memorable mes-
sage that life can come at us fast, and this won’t 
be the last time students have to make a quick 
decision about school, insurance or finances.
This could have been the first time the topic of 
insurance popped up in many students’ lives, and 
it is a topic worth considering, as it will need to 
be answered in the coming years.  
The situation is not without positive aspects, 
though. The students who are still on their par-
ents’ insurance plans can continue to take that 
route. The students who don’t currently have 
health insurance will now be covered at a lower 
price than they could find elsewhere.
 
The process of approaching the student insurance 
plan becomes one where the student either does 
nothing and stays enrolled, or opts out on the 
Hendrix Web site, which is a very simple process.
In the end, the whole process doesn’t seem as dif-
ficult as it in the beginning, and what’s left is one 
more challenge met.
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Advocate boardeditorial
The opinions expressed in The Advocate are not 
necessarily those of the college
administration, faculty or student body. 
The Advocate encourages letters to the
editor and your turn submissions. They should be 
typed and must include the writer’s name, signature, 
address, phone number, year in school or occupation
and any affiliations. Letters are due by 5 p.m. 
Monday and can be sent to  
MSUM Box 130, 
dropped off in The Advocate office  
or e-mailed to advocate@mnstate.edu.
Heidi Shaffer
Editor
Chris Erickson
Opinion Editor
Ben Sailer
Assistant Editor
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Delicious. Yum. No 
thanks.
These are all respons-
es to an offer of a new 
food. For those of you 
that fall into the last 
category and are afraid 
to enter a place that 
doesn’t say burger or 
pizza on it, Thai Orchid 
is a nice start. 
Each entrée is intricate but 
approachable. Plus, writing 
this column gave me one more 
excuse to go there. 
In order to get a random 
sampling of what the menu 
has to offer. I went on an after-
noon and ordered the daily 
special so as not to be lured to 
the usual favorites.
The ambiance is peaceful 
and calming with music and a 
soft trickle of water.
 It’s so relaxing that the fact 
this column is due in an hour 
drifted away into the sumptu-
ous aroma of my meal. The 
day’s special was pad ginger 
with a cup of tom yum soup 
and two pillowy cream cheese 
wantons. 
One of the greatest accom-
plishments here is proof that 
rice has flavor. 
Each meal comes with a 
serving of jasmine rice, quite 
unlike the minute mush most 
of us are accustomed to. The 
only slight disgruntlement is 
that extra rice must be pur-
chased.
If you’d like to peruse your 
options the full menu can be 
found at www.thaiorchid.info. 
It’s quite vegetarian-friendly. 
Most dishes can be custom-
ized with tofu (fried or fresh) 
for about $8 or with an assort-
ment of meat options priced 
from $8.50 to $13. 
The menu accommodates 
most palates. From a sweet 
coconut milk-based soup to a 
dish called crying tiger. 
The Orchid has even been 
voted the number one veg-
etarian meal in the F-M area 
by the High Plains Reader.
As I savored 
each bite, the meal 
felt classy, like 
there should be a 
high priced busi-
nessman across 
the table. 
Every vegetable 
had a distinct taste 
and the slivers of 
ginger were burst-
ing with flavor. Each bite of 
spicy soup and sweet wanton 
presented a perfect balance. 
The lunch special comes out 
to a little over $7.50 with the 
10-percent  discount with your 
student ID. 
When considering this is the 
price Kise asks for a walk in, it 
becomes all the more appeal-
ing.
Fargo may have a plethora 
of Chinese buffets, but the 
selection of more authentic 
Asian food is far smaller.
Thai Orchid is one of the 
places that fill that gap exqui-
sitely.  It is leaps and bounds 
ahead of anything in a warm-
ing plate.
The article in the 28 August 
Advocate about “renovations” 
planned for the library con-
tained a quote from architect 
Kevin Huse with which I must 
take exception.
According to reporter 
Nichole Seitz, Huse said that 
“It would be nice to get the 
word ‘no’ out of librarian-
ship.”  
Huse isn’t familiar with us 
yet.
Had he been, he would 
have realized that the library 
is about putting the “know” 
into scholarship; “no” has 
never had a welcome home 
in this building when it comes 
to serving the students and 
faculty at MSUM.
Larry Schwartz, Librarian
MSUM Library
 Letter to the editor
Thai Orchid satisfies
Authentic Thai meets approachable and affordable
What’s your favorite?
E-mail Butrum at
lethalblues@hotmail.com
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The MSUM university hon-
ors program provides high 
performing students with 
academic challenges suited to 
their needs and abilities, pre-
paring them to compete effec-
tively as dynamic leaders and 
interdisciplinary scholars. This 
fall, the program welcomes 
32 new students and begins 
its second year of admitting 
students to the program as 
freshmen. The honors pro-
gram embraces scholarship, 
leadership, and service as 
central elements in the life of 
an innovative college student 
and engaged citizen.  
The honors floor in Snarr 
allows first-year students 
to live and work with other 
honor students in an environ-
ment conducive to study and 
intellectual engagement. In 
addition to an honors study 
lounge, students on the hon-
ors floor participate in formal 
and informal programming, 
including regular gatherings 
with program faculty and uni-
versity administrators. Such 
living-learning programs have 
been shown to help with both 
retention and academic suc-
cess. 
To achieve such success, 
program participants receive 
training that enables them to 
solve problems and approach 
their professional lives from 
multiple perspectives as 
interdisciplinary thinkers. 
Preparing well for the increas-
ingly more competitive job and 
graduate school market, first-
year students take their foun-
dation four courses with other 
honors students in course sec-
tions that demand higher per-
formance and deeper engage-
ment. In their second and 
third years, students complete 
a series of honors seminars 
from across disciplines, which 
provide integrated train-
ing in critical thinking, ana-
lytical writing and rigorous 
academic research. Students 
complete an honors compo-
nent of their senior project or 
exercise, which enables them 
to approach their project from 
a complimentary perspective 
beyond their major. 
As a central part of hon-
ors programming, the Honors 
Lecture Series showcases fac-
ulty excellence in research and 
teaching, exposing students to 
cutting edge research and aca-
demic pedagogy. The Honors 
Focus Forum compliments 
the lecture series by bring-
ing an advanced, nationally-
recognized  scholar to cam-
pus to participate in honors 
courses and present a public 
lecture. This year’s speaker, 
Dr. Charles Falco, will discuss 
perspective in Renaissance 
painting, combining physics, 
art and cultural history. An 
interdisciplinary leader in his 
field, Dr. Falco will visit in the 
spring semester, meeting with 
faculty and students on cam-
pus. Such direct contact and 
teaching enables honors stu-
dents to achieve excellence.  
To develop a competitive 
advantage in applying to grad-
uate school and the job mar-
ket, students must distinguish 
themselves from their com-
petition. The honors program 
enables students to develop 
such an advantage by chal-
lenging them to perform at 
their highest ability.  Honors 
graduates communicate high-
ly effectively and significantly 
and bring multiple perspec-
tives to their work, which 
distinguishes them as inno-
vative and discerning think-
ers. Employers and educators 
across disciplines repeatedly 
call for graduates who think, 
speak and write well, requir-
ing them to work dynamical-
ly as both leaders and team 
members. The university hon-
ors program trains students to 
meet and exceed these needs, 
providing training for future 
scholars, leaders and produc-
tive community members.
Professor’s PersPective
Many people 
have enjoyed the 
recently popular 
“Twilight” series. If 
you’ve never read 
best-selling young-
adult vampire series 
“Twilight,” here’s 
a quick refresher: 
they’re about Bella 
(a human) who is in 
love with Edward (a vampire). 
It sounds pretty normal, con-
sidering the genre. However, I 
have a few big problems with 
these books, the least of which 
is Meyer’s  writing.
Within the books we come 
to understand that vampires 
have superhuman strength. 
Edward and his family are able 
to run at amazing speeds, lift 
heavy things, and survive any 
multitude of attacks (Edward 
explains that in order to kill 
a vampire you must cut them 
up and burn the pieces). But 
because Edward is so much 
stronger than his human mate, 
Bella, he occasionally hurts 
her by accident. Whether it be 
during a sexual act or other-
wise, she gets hurt.
The problem isn’t the acci-
dental violence; Edward pre-
vents it whenever he can. Even 
to the point where he is able to 
remove himself from the situ-
ation if he feels she may be in 
danger. 
Accidents happen. Every 
once in awhile, everyone steps 
on their mate’s foot. The prob-
lem is Bella’s attitude. The 
self-deprecating disregard for 
her own safety is what gets 
me. It’s this “it doesn’t matter 
that he hurts me, because we 
love one another” idea.  The 
distinction between this fan-
tasy world and the real world 
seems to be thin for many 
girls, even into college-age. 
Don’t believe me? 
Facebook’s “Flair” applica-
tion is filled with “Edward” 
buttons, including one which 
reads, “WARNING: Having a 
vampire boyfriend might be 
hazardous to your health... 
not that you care.” Wait, since 
when did we not care that 
our boyfriend, vampire or not, 
hurts us? Why is it cool to put 
your life at risk for a pretty 
boyfriend?
Normal females do not 
have superhuman 
boyfriends who can’t 
help it. If your real-
life boyfriend were to 
hit you, you shouldn’t 
put up with it. 
Meyer doesn’t 
seem to agree. Yes, 
relationships involve 
sacrifice, but normal-
izing the extreme 
pain Bella goes through in 
“Breaking Dawn,” is not a 
step in the right direction in 
the fight against domestic vio-
lence. 
If this were an adult series, 
I’d only be a little miffed. But 
the Twilight series is marketed 
to 12 to 18 year-old girls who 
are still learning about rela-
tionships.
The “I love him more than 
I dislike the pain,” attitude 
is unhealthy at best, and life-
threatening at worst. Bella’s 
glamorized, fictional pain will 
feel much different in the real 
world. 
Read it if you want to, but 
if you find your little sister 
with it, at least try to explain 
to her that it’s not OK for her 
boyfriend to hurt her and that 
vampires are not real.
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Vampire novel offends
Book sends wrong message about love
Thoughts on Twilight?
E-mail Johanson at
johansel@mnstate.edu
Interested in UHP?
E-mail Hamrick at 
hamrick@mnstate.edu
Honorable opportunities
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MSUM senior Tessie Jones, pictured above, was crowned Miss north da-
kota on June 14. next, she will be competing for Miss America. 
MSUM senior crowned Miss N.D.
By TAAren hAAk
Staff Writer
we snip, you save
4265 45th St S  Fargo 701-293-3722 
2502 S University  Fargo 701-234-9895 
1638 13th Ave S  West Fargo 701-282-5000   
3234 E Hwy 10  Moorhead 218-233-5911
•No Appointments Necessary
•Four Convenient Locations
•costcutters.com
B A C K  -  T O  -  S C H O O L  I S  N O W
$1.00 OFF ADULT HAIRCUT 
WITH VALID STUDENT ID!
Bridal Fantasy 
Bridal Show
Sunday,
October 19, 2008 
12:00-4:00 pm 
For more info: 
www.bridalfantasyshow.com
When she was 13-years-old, 
Tessie Jones decided that she 
was going to compete for the 
title of Miss America. Now, 
eight years later, she is getting 
that chance. 
Jones, a senior from West 
Fargo, was crowned Miss 
North Dakota on June 14. In 
January, she will be competing 
for the title of Miss America. 
Since pageants are often sub-
ject to misguided ideas about 
modern-day feminism, Jones 
readily points out the benefits 
of competition. 
The Miss America 
Organization, a non-profit, is 
the world’s largest provider 
of scholarships for young 
women. 
Also, it is an achievement 
program, with most of the 
weight of judging coming 
from talent and interview por-
tions. Miss America is often 
confused with the seemingly 
similar Miss USA pageant, 
owned by Donald Trump. But 
they are quite different. 
“How I characterize it is, 
Miss USA is a spokesmodel, 
and Miss America is a spokes-
person,” Jones said. 
That aspect of being an 
advocate is what Jones consid-
ers to be the heart in her title. 
She is taking a break from 
classes this year to focus on 
her job as Miss North Dakota, 
touring schools and raising 
awareness for her pageant 
platform, Life Awareness: 
improving mental health and 
preventing suicide.
 North Dakota has the 2nd 
suicide in the nation. 
Jones said, “The important 
thing for all of us to do is look 
around us, recognize people 
who are hurting, and reach 
out to help them. Sometimes it 
just takes a little hello.” 
Jones is looking forward to 
competing at what she calls 
“the female Super Bowl,” 
something she has prepared 
for since her first pageant at 
the age of 13. 
She has put a lot of effort 
into her pageants through the 
years, and it has served to 
benefit her in all areas of her 
life. She has to keep in shape, 
be aware of current events and 
practice the piano daily. 
Jones encourages other 
young women to get involved 
in pageants, even if they’re a 
little scared to get started.
She said: “You gain so 
much as a person, just going 
through that experience, and 
going through that interview 
process. It makes every other 
interview you’ll have later in 
life seem like a piece of cake 
in comparison. And as 
soon as you’ve walked 
across a stage in front 
of total strangers in 
your swimsuit, I’m 
convinced you can do 
anything.” 
Miss America is the 
pinnacle of the pag-
eant world, so Jones 
probably won’t be in 
many more competi-
tions. But she believes 
that she will always be 
involved in pageants, 
whether it’s running 
a local competition or 
mentoring other girls. 
Otherwise, she is 
working towards 
an Art and Design 
P h o t o g r a p h y 
major with a Mass 
C o m m u n i c a t i o n s 
minor, ideally to 
become a fashion pho-
tographer. 
The Miss America 
pageant will be held at 
the Planet Hollywood 
Resort and Casino in 
Las Vegas, and airs 
Jan. 24. on TLC. The 
network will also host 
four weeks of a contes-
tant-based reality show 
leading up to the big 
event. 
“I take a lot of pride in this, 
it’s a lot of fun for me, and I’d 
like to see people having as 
much fun,” he said. 
The future of Be Square 
lies as much in its creators 
as it does in its client-base. 
The sensibility and humility of 
their business model is appar-
ent in their plans for the next 
few months. They’ve been 
approached by a business-
minded friend about making 
their operation legitimate, but 
aren’t sure if that’s the direc-
tion they want to head in quite 
yet.
“You never know where you 
could be a year from now,” 
Mewes said, “they could take 
off, or it could fizzle. We’ll 
see how many people want a 
board.”
In the immediate future, Be 
Square will continue to create 
quality longboards and devel-
op innovative custom shapes 
and graphics. They also have 
plans to experiment with fiber-
glass and other more durable 
materials to strengthen their 
decks. 
“If anyone wants one,” 
Mewes said, “we’ll do our 
best to provide them with a 
functional piece of art, com-
pletely personalized.”
longBoArd froM 4
for more 
information 
about Be Square 
longboards 
contact: 
Brian leininger, 
brian.leininger@
ndsu.edu 
Brian Mewes 
mewesbrian@
hotmail.com
or join the
“Be Square longboard 
group”
on facebook.
leingang can be reached
at matt_leingang@hotmail.com.
haak can be reached
at haakta@mnstate.edu
Tessie Jones sets sights on Miss America competition 
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Need a Job?
Work where you Shop!
West Acres Job Fair
Wednesday, 
September 24
10am to 9pm
Inside Par? cipa? ng Stores
West Acres Shopping Center
I-29 & 13th Avenue South
Fargo, ND 58103
www.westacres.com  701.282.2222
Abercrombie & Fitch, Avon, Bath & Body Works, 
The Buckle, Chico’s, Christopher & Banks, CJ 
Banks, Coldwater Creek, Eddie Bauer, Express, 
Gap, Gap Kids, Gymboree, Herberger’s, Hot 
Topic, JCPenney, Lady Foot Locker, Lane Bryant, 
Lee’s Hallmark, Macy’s, New York & Company, 
RCC Western, So? ware Etc., Things 
Remembered, Vanity, Victoria’s 
Secret, Zales...and more.
Book reviews
“Fearless Fourteen”
by Janet Evanovich
Stressed out already? Take 
a break and pick up book No. 
1 in the Janet Evanovich’s 
comical series. Evanovich has 
created a side-splitting series 
featuring character Stephanie 
Plum, as a bounty hunter. 
Throughout the series 
Plum gets into major disas-
ters, makes friends with an 
eccentric prostitute and has a 
hard time keeping tabs on the 
men in her life. 
Evanovich’s number series 
will put you on the floor 
laughing and her newest 
novel, “Fearless Fourteen” 
continues with the stomach 
rolling. 
A l t h o u g h “ F e a r l e s s 
Fourteen” is not as spicy as 
her previous “number” nov-
els, Evanovich finds a way to 
heat up the entertainment by 
adding new characters.
Despite the minor setback 
of “Fearless Fourteen,” I 
highly recommend the num-
ber series by Janet Evanovich. 
With her creative take on 
characters and her comical 
view, each time you’ll be left 
wanting more. 
“Water for Elephants”
by Sarah Gruen
Imagine looking at an 
immensely powerful piece of 
art, with vivid brushstrokes 
and serenely beautiful colors. 
You gape in wonder at the 
magic of such work and the 
immaculate hand that paint-
ed it.
Sara Gruen is the owner 
of one such hand and the 
picture she paints with her 
imagination brush gets you 
hook, line and sinker.
Water for Elephants tells 
the story of Jacob Jankowski, 
as he goes from being a final 
year veterinary student to 
being the veterinarian in a cir-
cus menagerie in The Benzini 
Bro’s Most Spectacular Show 
on Earth.
He befriends primates, an 
elephant and falls in love 
with his boss’s wife, all the 
while trying to adjust to 
the circumstances that have 
befallen him.
Riveting and refreshingly 
honest in its storytelling, 
Water for Elephants is a high-
ly recommended read.
  Pagedar can be reached 
at pagedane@mnstate.edu
By neelkAnTh PAgedAr 
Staff Writer
Charlie Brown and the 
‘Peanuts’ gang are headed 
to the MSUM theatre for two 
special performances enti-
tled, “You’re A Good Man, 
Charlie Brown,” along with, 
“Dog Sees God.” 
“You’re A Good Man, 
Charlie Brown” is directed by 
senior Kristin Fox and shows 
a typical day in the life of 
Charlie Brown. 
The musical will feature all 
11 of your favorite Peanuts 
characters, and as Fox 
describes, “it is the Peanuts 
comic strips brought to life.” 
Major roles include Travis 
Kuntz as Charlie Brown, 
Sean Palmer as Snoopy, 
Tyler Michaels as Schroeder 
and Jeremy Walton playing 
Linus. 
“They are characters that 
can easily relate to American 
society,” said Fox. 
This, combined with an 
enthusiastic and dedicated 
crew, should make for a great 
show.
Ever wonder what would 
become of Charlie Brown and 
the gang as they ventured 
through their high school 
days? Then “Dog Sees God” 
is right up your alley.
 “Dog Sees God” is a dra-
matic, entertaining perfor-
mance that flashes forward 
in the life of Charlie Brown 
and shows him during his 
high school years trying to 
find meaning and support 
through his friends after the 
death of his beloved dog. 
The play is directed by 
Craig Ellingson, the head the 
theater department with help 
from Matt Berdahl as assis-
tant director. 
Actors include senior film 
major Cody Bushee playing 
Charlie Brown, Ryan Soukup 
playing Beethoven along with 
many others. 
“Dog Sees God” illustrates 
a difficult time for many - 
teen adolescence. “The main 
theme is tolerance, it is a 
very important message,” 
said actress Sarah Palm.  
“We want people to under-
stand that it’s OK to be differ-
ent,” said Bushee. 
“You’re A Good Man 
Charlie Brown” will be play-
ing Sept. 30, Oct. 2 and Oct. 4 
at 7:30 p.m. as well as a 2 p.m. 
showing Oct. 5th. 
“Dog Sees God” will be 
playing at 2 p.m., Oct. 1, 3 
and 5, and at 7:30 p.m., on 
Oct. 4. Admission is $12 for 
adults, $10 for faculty, staff 
and senior citizens and free 
to students.
By AnnA george
Staff Writer
 george can be reached 
at georgean@mnstate.edu
Jenny chriSTen / The AdvocATe
director of Theatre Arts craig ellingson looks over a list of names of students auditioning for “you’re 
A good Man charlie Brown” and “dog Sees god.” 
‘Peanuts’ come to MSUM
By roBerT JAcoBSon
Staff Writer 
 Jacobson can be reached 
at jacobrob@mnstate.edu
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Enger publishes “Undiscovered Country”
Companions Needed
• Assist an adult or child with special needs who live 
independently in the community, afternoons, sleep 
overnights & e/o weekend
• Great degree experience for Social Work, Psych or 
Spec Ed students
• Apply online at www.accessrrv.org
Access of the Red River Valley
403 Center Ave 5th Floor
(US Bank Building)
Moorhead, MN 56560
218-233-3991
EEO/AA Employer
Curr Dr Lic/Ins/Clear background req.
It’s a familiar story. A young 
man suspects his father’s 
death, thought to be a sui-
cide, may have been murder. 
Worse, he suspects his uncle 
committed this deed in order 
to get closer to the young 
man’s mother.
While the most familiar 
“young man” is Shakespeare’s 
Prince Hamlet, English pro-
fessor Lin Enger hopes to 
establish a new young man in 
his recently published novel, 
“Undiscovered Country.”
Many will see the paral-
lels to Shakespeare’s work 
as Enger’s protagonist, Jesse 
Matson, investigates his 
father’s death and his uncle 
Clay’s increasingly suspicious 
action. But Enger hopes that 
his story will provide a view 
unique from Hamlet.
“The basic set-up is the 
same,” said Enger. “There are 
echoes to Hamlet through-
out the novel. But it’s its own 
work, and if you haven’t read 
Hamlet, it doesn’t make any 
difference at all.”
Instead, it’s the work’s 
enduring interest that brought 
Enger to use Hamlet as a 
framework.
“When I teach it to freshmen, 
I notice how they respond to 
that play. It strikes me that 
Hamlet’s experiences are, in a 
sense, universal,” said Enger. 
“All his supports are kicked 
out from under him, and he 
has to negotiate this devel-
opment on his own. It’s an 
exaggeration of what all of us 
experience in our lives.”
Enger’s work, published last 
month through Little, Brown 
and Co., puts new twists on 
Hamlet’s story. Enger’s char-
acters move from the stuffy 
castle walls of Hamlet to con-
temporary, rural Minnesota.
“It’s a bleak place in the 
winter time, and it’s a bleak 
story,” said Enger. “It seems to 
me that the story calls for that 
kind of harshness of setting. 
A Minnesotan winter offered 
me so many wonderful scenic 
moments that I couldn’t pass 
it up.”
It’s been a long road for 
Enger, who started the work 
12 years ago. It took Enger 
seven years to write the first 
draft, written long-hand in 
spiral notebooks, usually late 
at night, when school and 
family responsibilities had 
been set aside.
After that, it was a pain-
ful process of editing out 900 
pages to form the crisp, suc-
cinct novel he eventually pub-
lished.
While frequently cited as 
his “debut” novel, this is not 
Enger’s first published work. 
He published a series of mys-
tery books in the ‘90s with his 
brother Leif, under the pseud-
onym, L.L. Enger.
Enger will read an excerpt 
from “Undiscovered Country” 
for this year’s Tom McGrath 
Visiting Writing series and 
hopes that his presentation 
will give readers new insight 
to the contemporary novel.
“By and large, people are 
aware of only a few best sell-
ers,” said Enger. “I think we’re 
living in a golden age of litera-
ture. I hope that students on 
campus are exposed to at least 
a fraction of the wonderful 
writers working today, most 
of whom don’t have the audi-
ence they need.”
Enger will give a talk on the 
writer’s craft at 4 p.m. and a 
reading from his novel at 8 
p.m.,Thursday, Sept. 18. Both 
events are free and open to 
the public. They will be held 
in Comstock Room 101.
Sept. 12
“Burn After Reading” – R
“Tyler Perry’s The Family 
That Preys” – PG-13
“Righteous Kill” – R
“The Woman” – PG-13
“Towelhead” – R 
Sept. 14
Rock Band 2 - X360
Sept. 15
Dragon Quest IV – DS
Sept. 16
Star Wars: The Force 
Unleased – All Platforms
Armored Core – PS3/X360
Pure – PS3/X360/PC
Sept. 16
Nelly
 “Brass Knuckles”
Blessid Union of Souls
 “Close to the Edge”
Pussycat Dolls
 “Doll Domination”
Ne-Yo
 “Year of the Gentleman”
Keller Williams
 “Live”
Films Gaming
Release Calendar
Music
By TARVER MATHISON
Staff Writer
Mathison can be reached 
at inkblotscribe@gmail.com.
DEVIN BERGluND / THE ADVOcATE
English professor lin Enger, author of recently published novel 
“Undiscovered Country” in his office.
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BALLET~TAP~JAZZ~HIPHOP~IRISH~
BALLROOM~LATIN~COUNTRY
FALL Classes Starting Sept. 22-30
*Nutcracker Show coming in December-Call for auditions NOW!
218-236-9900
*10% OFF FIRST MONTH*
For new students only
Expires Sept. 27, 2008
Bonnie Haney School of Dance
                                      & Performing Company
An exceptionally diverse 
array of touring bands will 
be making their way through 
Fargo over the next week, with 
something to please showgo-
ers of all tastes. 
Some of these upcoming 
performances are 21 and up, 
while a few are all ages. 
Duluth, Minn. jam band 
Trampled By Turtles open an 
impressive concert line-up by 
stomping all over The Avalon 
on Friday. They’ll be joined 
by locals The Johnson Family 
Band. 
On the same night, 
Brooklyn, N.Y. indie rock-
ers Oxford Collapse play 
The Aquarium for the third 
time supporting their recently 
released Sub-Pop full-length, 
“Bits.” Opening acts Love As 
Laughter (who opened for 
Modest Mouse at Playmakers 
in 2005) and local favorites 
The New Instructions (who 
feature MSUM English profes-
sor Kevin Carollo on guitar) 
round out a solid night of 
rock. 
The following evening, 
Minneapolis alt-pop madman 
Mark Mallman brings his the-
atrical rock presence to The 
Aquarium’s stage. 
Touring bands storm Fargo this week
SuBMITTED PHOTO
Okkervil River plays The Aquarium on Monday, Sept. 15. For a full 
listing of other bands playing at The Aquarium this week, visit 
www.myspace.com/theaquariumfargo.
By BEN SAIlER
Assistant Editor
cONcERTS, TO PAGE 15
Senior creates found-art with film 
Tony Anderson finds unique inspiration for work in other’s photos
During his job interview to 
work at Dakota Boy’s Ranch, 
Tony Anderson asked a very 
curious question.
“I actually asked in my 
interview if I could get rolls 
of film that were left in the 
cameras from donations,” 
Anderson said.
He got the job and they let 
him have the film. A curious 
request unless you are a dedi-
cated photographer intrigued 
by found images.
Anderson’s interest in found 
images comes from their way 
of capturing a specific time 
and place in an individual’s 
life. 
Anderson recalls a roll of 
film he found of an elderly 
woman on vacation. The pos-
sibility that the roll could have 
been from the last time this 
woman was going to enjoy 
a vacation had an impact on 
Anderson. 
“I don’t draw well, so I have 
to work photographically,”An
derson.
He became interested in 
photography while shooting 
pictures of his high school 
friends skateboarding. He 
began to experiment with film 
and attempted to fix old, bro-
ken cameras. He started to 
feel more comfortable with 
the medium and decided pho-
tography was something he 
would like to pursue.
Another major influence of 
his is Aaron Horkey, a friend 
he grew up with that has also 
designed for Burlesque Design 
and was featured in a recent 
issue of Juxtapoz magazine. 
Horkey’s attention to detail 
and the complex nature of 
his drawings influenced the 
way Tony approaches his own 
work. 
One of Anderson’s found 
image projects was on display 
in the recent Scotland show in 
the Center for the Arts gallery. 
While on his trip to Scotland 
with the art department, 
Anderson handed disposable 
cameras out to Scots he inter-
acted with on a daily basis. 
By AMANDA SARHA
Staff Writer
lAuREN TAuTE / THE ADVOcATE
Senior art major Tony Anderson is shown above standing beside a piece from his found-art collection in the center for the Arts. 
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We’ve put in a 
lot of hard work 
in the offseason 
and during the 
week to prepare 
for games and 
having both of 
them come down 
to the final snap 
is devastating.”
Craig Kutz
Junior Quarterback
“
 
John lAmberT / SPeCiAl To The AdvoCATe
Quarterback Craig Kutz gets hit hard after completing a crucial third and long run to set the dragons up for a fourth-quarter touchdown, 
that put them within seven points during the team’s game last Saturday against Wayne State. 
Footballdragon football loses two on the road
Team hopes to work on closing games, playing hard to the end
Bring y
our 
macho 
man hu
nger
to Parad
iso for a
 party 
on a pla
tter – or
 just a 
party!  E
njoy an
 origina
l 
Mexican
 traditio
n 
every ti
me you
 visit.
801 38th St. South • Fargo
www.paradiso.com MACH_MSUM_08A
The start to the Dragon 
football season is not exactly 
going as planned.
The Dragons started off the 
season with a heartbreaking 
loss to Valley City State 30-
29 on Aug. 30, and followed 
it up with yet another tough 
loss when they lost the NSIC 
opener to Wayne State last 
Saturday, 21-28. 
Losing close games has 
been a thorn in the Dragons 
side dating back to last sea-
son where five out of their 
seven losses were lost by a 
combined total of 16 points. 
Junior quarterback Craig 
Kutz did all he could against 
the Vikings, throwing for 301 
yards and two touchdowns, 
but it wasn’t enough.
 “We’ve put in a lot of hard 
work in the off season and 
during the week to prepare 
for games, and having both 
of them come down to the 
final snap is devastating,” 
Kutz said.
The Dragons showed their 
offensive diversity against 
the Vikings when junior run-
ning back Enol Gilles ran for 
108 yards and a touchdown, 
while wide receivers Jabari 
Taylor and Tyrone Small 
combined for over 200 yards 
and one touchdown. 
To head coach Damon 
Tomeo, it doesn’t matter how 
the ball gets moved down-
field, just as long as it’s mov-
ing.
“We’re just trying to put the 
ball in the hands of our play-
makers and create challenges 
for the defense,”Tomeo said.
As the Dragons put the ball 
in the hands of their playmak-
ers, so did the Vikings. Wide 
receiver Chauncey Calhoun 
torched the Dragon second-
ary as he went on to catch 12 
passes for 196 yards and three 
touchdowns on the day. 
Vikings quarterback Jason 
Beilke also gave the Dragon 
defense headaches as he 
threw for 361 yards and three 
touchdowns, one of which 
came on their last drive of 
the game to put the Vikings 
in front for the rest of the 
game.
The Dragons opened up 
NSIC play on the road against 
Wayne State last Saturday. 
A long trip to Nebraska 
had the Dragons a little bus-
lagged as they 
gave up 14 
points in the 
first quarter 
and went into 
the half down 
21-7. 
The Dragons 
tried to climb 
their way 
back, but were 
unsuccessful, 
mainly due to 
a spiritless per-
formance by the offense. 
The Dragons could only 
compile 215 total yards in the 
game and gave up a stagger-
ing 469 yards to a high-pow-
ered Wayne State offense. 
Despite these two losses, 
the Dragons are confident 
they can grow and develop 
as a team from 
these two loss-
es.
“These last 
two losses 
have been 
tough,” said 
Kutz. “They’ve 
unfortunately 
brought back 
memories of 
last year, but 
these losses 
will really 
show how our team can 
bounce back from adversity 
next week.”
The Dragons hope to bounce 
back as they play against 
NSIC newcomer Concordia-
St. Paul this Saturday. 
Kutz, a Sheboygan, Wis., 
native, is looking forward to 
next week’s game as he will 
be playing in front of many 
friends and family members.
“Playing Concordia will 
kind of be like going home, 
because it’s the closest place 
we play to my hometown,” 
Kutz said.
The Dragons do not return 
home until Sept. 20, when 
they take on Bemidji State at 
1 p.m., at Alex Nemzek feild. 
“It will be great to get home 
and give our fans a chance to 
come out and show their sup-
port,” Kutz said.
by roSS TorGerSon
Staff Writer
Torgerson can be reached
at torgero@mnstate.edu.
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Rugby 
Stulken can be reached
at stulketi@mnstate.edu.
FREE WIFI!
couponcou
pon
coupon cou
pon
24 Hour
FRYN’ PAN
BREAKFAST
Only $1.99!
2 Eggs, 2 Cakes, 2 Bacon
And from 9pm to 6am this offer includes 
a free coffee!
Not good with any other discount or 
coupon.
Coupon expires October 15, 2008
Moorhead Fryn’ Pan
2920 Highway 10 E
Rugby may not be popular 
throughout the U. S. , but it 
does seem to be gaining inter-
est at MSUM. 
The rugby team has more 
than 25 players and grows 
weekly. Only nine of these 
members have ever played 
before. 
Senior captain Kody 
Krautkremer said the team is 
open to newcomers, and will 
help anyone who wants to 
learn.
“There are 15 positions on 
the field, so we aren’t cutting 
anyone,” he said. “Everyone 
who wants to play is welcome 
to come out to practice.”
The team 
practices at 5:15 
p.m. Tuesday, 
Wednesday and 
Thursday at the 
Nemzek prac-
tice fields. 
Senior Juan 
Mena described 
the atmosphere 
of rugby prac-
tices.
“We accept people all year 
round,” he said. “You can just 
show up and we’ll teach them 
what they need to know.”
The Dragons lost their first 
game Saturday against NDSU 
10-15, by only one try or to 
football fans a touchdown. 
They played well against the 
Bison, according to Mena.
“It was the first scrimmage, 
and we played pretty decent-
ly,” he said. “We just kind of 
showed the new guys how 
rugby is done. After only one 
week of practice I think it was 
pretty impressive.” 
Krautkremer agreed that 
despite the loss looked pretty 
good.
 “NDSU beat us out of 
Division II last year,” he 
said. “We only lost by one 
touchdown, so I’d say we did 
well.”
Rugby is not a varsity sport 
but is still competitive. Teams 
play other teams from differ-
ent schools in their division. 
Unlike varsity sports, teams can 
move from division to division 
by beating other teams. The 
Dragons have a goal this year 
of moving back to Division II 
after being bumped to Division 
III. In order to do this the team 
will have to make it to the final 
four at the Division III tourna-
ment.
“We hope to do well this sea-
son,” Krautkremer said. “Our 
goal is to get back to Division 
II. We’ll have 
to play well at 
this upcoming 
t o u r n a m e n t 
and make it 
to the final 
four for that. 
Mainly it’s just 
a ton of fun to 
be out learning 
a new sport 
that’s not var-
sity, so it doesn’t take up too 
much of your life.”
Mena agreed that playing 
rugby for the school is about 
having fun.
“The best part is that you 
get to do things you can’t do 
in other sports,” he said. “In 
rugby, it is competitive, but 
you get to hang out with the 
other teams, and you play 
them more than once. You 
really get to know the other 
teams and it is fun.”
The Dragons will play in 
the All-Minnesota tournament 
Sept. 20 to 21 in Minneaolis-St. 
Paul. 
Down on the football field, 
a running back slips through 
the defensive line and breaks 
three more tackles before 
stumbling into the end-zone 
for six points. 
Running down the court, a 
basketball player slips past a 
defender and launches a mid-
court shot, sinking the bucket 
for three points and the win 
just as the buzzer sounds.
As effortless as these ath-
letes make it seem, a spectator 
might think that they put all 
of their effort into practice and 
training and have little time 
for studying or homework. 
That is not the case for the 
athletes of MSUM. 
According to Doug Peters, 
Director of Athletics, the 
Dragon athletes competing in 
NCAA Division II averaged 
a GPA of 3.02, with an under-
graduate average of 2.82. 
Overall, the athletic depart-
ment totaled 3876 credit hours 
for the 2007-2008 school year.
MSUM takes pride in their 
athletes and how well they 
perform, both on and off the 
playing field. The school moti-
vates athletes to do their best 
in everything. 
“Obviously you have to 
keep your grades up to play,” 
Peters said. “But, by doing 
well in school, the students are 
actually helping the program 
as well. A high goal for NCAA 
Division II is to achieve bal-
ance in life, and to prove that 
it can be a responsible com-
munity member. We focus on 
doing something right.” 
Respectively, the Dragon 
athletes set a good example 
for the division last year. 
Excellence, both on and off 
the field, has shown through 
multiple programs on cam-
pus. 
Last year, out of 292 
Division II  schools, the 
Dragon Women’s basketball 
team scored big, placing 13th 
in team GPA. 
The wrestling team got a 
good grip on their grades, 
ranking seventh in the divi-
sion, and women’s track and 
field was “on track” with their 
grades, placing fourth high-
est.
So what does it take to be so 
successful in both sports and 
in school? 
 “Desire is the most impor-
tant aspect,” Peters said. 
“MSUM has a good academ-
ics program, and it also has 
a good athletic program. The 
overall atmosphere of the 
campus, including faculty, 
coaches, advisors, etc., is ade-
quate enough so that students 
and athletes alike can succeed. 
However, without the desire 
to learn, there can be no suc-
cess.”
by TimoThY STUlKen
Sports Editor
Rugby begins season with 
defeat, team still hopeful
Athletes achieve exemplary GPA’s
lAUren TAUTe /  The AdvoCATe
Football players junior Jabari Taylor (right) and senior bruce Green 
(left) study in nemzek hall after their class.
by loGAn GroSSmAn
Staff Writer
To GPA, PAGe 15
Excellence maintained on and off the field
Everyone who 
wants to play 
is welcome to 
come out to 
practice.”
Kody Krautkremer
Senior Rugby Captain
“
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By ADAM HEIDEBRINK
Staff Writer
From March 19 to May 12, 
English professor Thomas 
Tammaro will lead a group of 
up to 32 students to study in 
Oxford, England for five weeks, 
followed by nearly three weeks 
of traveling across Europe. 
Eurospring is an annual 
eight-week experience offered 
to any student who desires not 
only travel to Europe, but to 
get a taste of what it is like to 
live there.
Each year, Eurospring cur-
riculum follows one of four 
themes; this year’s studies 
will send the students back 
to the Revolutionary and 
Enlightenment eras, offer-
ing classes in architecture, art, 
music and more. These courses 
fit into the DragonCore and the 
students will earn 12 credits 
through Eurospring. The main 
lectures in Oxford are taught 
by Allen Chapman, an Oxford 
professor, who will be travel-
ing to MSUM at 7:30 p.m. on 
Sept. 24 to give a lecture on 
Galileo, open to the public and 
highly recommended to those 
interested in Eurospring.
Throughout the five 
weeks in Oxford, the stu-
dents will attend the follow-
ing four field trips: Avebury, 
Stonehedge, and Salisbury; 
City of Bath, Roman Museum; 
Portsmouth ;andWarwick 
Castle, and Stratford-upon-
Avon to see a Shakespearean 
performance. 
If that isn’t enough to break 
up the study weeks, there is 
also a five-day spring break 
allowing the students absolute 
freedom to do as they will. 
Using Europe’s well-developed 
public transportation, students 
are able to get to Scotland, 
Paris, and virtually anywhere 
imaginable.
Students who attended 
Eurospring last year said they 
could breathe easy knowing 
that their first venture across 
the Atlantic would be done 
with the help of others and 
felt more ready and likely to 
travel overseas again with the 
knowledge they had gained. 
Junior Dana Altendorf spoke 
of the friendships that were 
formed in the group of twen-
ty Americans across the sea. 
“Going through an experi-
ence like exploring a different 
culture really brings people 
together,” Altendorf said, as 
she continues to keep in touch 
with her 2008 Eurospring fam-
ily.
After Oxford, the 19-day 
grand tour will bring this 
year’s students to Paris; 
Avignon, France; Florence, 
Italy; Rome, Venice, Salzburg, 
Austria; Weimar, Germany; and 
Amsterdam, the Netherlands. 
While in these cities, the stu-
dents have guided tours 
planned as a group, but also 
have ample time to explore 
the city from their own angle, 
perhaps a night bike tour of 
Paris, or even renting a moped 
and cruising around the back 
roads of Rome, both of which 
happened last year. 
Eurospring gives an educa-
tional advantage and hassle-
free transatlantic experience 
while at the same time open-
ing up the schedule enough to 
make the trip unique for each 
participant. The grand tour is 
recorded in daily journals kept 
by the students designed to 
more fully appreciate the trip.
There is space left for the 
2009 Eurospring trip. If stu-
dents are interested in finding 
out more about this opportu-
nity to study abroad, contact 
either Jill Holsen, Director of 
Study Abroad in the Office of 
International Programs (153 
Flora Frick), or Dr. Thomas 
Tammaro, 2009 Eurospring 
advisor, in 223 Weld. Also 
available in the Office of 
International Programs are fly-
ers on Eurospring 2009 provid-
ing details on deadlines, dates, 
and the program as a whole.
Lecture kicks off Eurospring plans 
By KIMBERLY EHRLICH
Staff Writer
Ehrlich can be reached 
at ehrlichki@mnstate.edu
The fuel and utilities costs 
for MSUM’s 2008 fiscal year 
are budgeted to increase by 
4 percent this year due to 
increases in energy costs in 
the market.
Around 5 percent of the 
entire budget of the school 
provided by the state legisla-
tor, goes to the fuel and utili-
ties budget, which pays for 
lighting, heating and 20 other 
items on campus that use 
energy. 
Although the fuel and utili-
ties budget for last year didn’t 
use the almost $2,500,000 it 
was allocated, school officials 
are still wary of what the 
future might hold in terms of 
how the market will change 
over the next couple of years. 
While students have been 
brainstorming on ways to con-
serve energy throughout the 
campus community, head 
officials in the school have 
been taking active measures 
to assure the school will be 
prepared in the future.
“Most of [the increase of 
energy costs] is out of our 
control. However, we have 
done some ‘hedging’ related 
to changes in costs in the 
market place by purchasing of 
a stock of energy in advance. 
This potentially enables us to 
predict our overall costs so 
that we are not so vulnerable 
overall to the fluctuation of 
energy prices in the market-
place,” said Dan Kirk, Vice 
President for Facilities and 
Administration.
Students are directly 
impacted by budget increases 
as it may create a rise in time 
of tuition. 
To help the school save on 
energy, students can exercise 
some energy-saving tech-
niques. 
Turn off the lights and fan 
when you leave your room, 
keep your thermostat in the 
winter to a lower tempera-
ture, dress appropriately for 
weather; pack on layers in the 
winter even in your room and 
turn computer monitors off on 
campus when nobody’s using 
them. 
The school itself has been 
implementing new ideas to 
keep energy usage down, 
including energy sensors that 
detect when people enter and 
exit an area and hiring inde-
pendent experts to analyze 
energy use. The latter of which 
has resulted in the installation 
of new lighting fixtures that 
are more energy efficient. 
Kirk sums up the issue with 
some advice. 
“Beyond using alternative 
forms of energy in the short 
term, I believe that our focus 
should be on what we can 
do to pro-actively manage 
our current energy use,” he 
said. “While we’ve done some 
very good things over the last 
several years, we believe that 
we can do more to improve 
on efforts to conserve energy 
use.”
Campus braces for energy cost increases
Heidebrink can be reached
at heidebriad@mnstate.edu.
SuBMITTED PHoTo
A group of MSuM students from a previous Eurospring trip ride a ferry from Dover, England to Calais, 
France. 
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Pistol
Pete’s
1772 W Main Ave
West Fargo, ND 
701.478.4012
No cover charge with 
valid student ID!
Live Music!
Thursday, Friday, 
Saturday:
Great Outdoors
Grossman can be reached
at grossmanlo@mnstate.edu.
From GPA, PAGE 13
Mallman’s keyboard-driv-
en rock stylings and over-the-
top persona recall the likes of 
Andrew W.K., or possibly a 
modern-day Meat Loaf.
If post-rock is more to 
your liking, Seattle, Wash.’s 
Joy Wants Eternity play 
alongside likeminded locals 
Sleeping In Gethsemane at 
The Red Raven on Saturday, 
Sept. 13. 
Fans of ambient instrumen-
tal acts such as Explosions In 
The Sky or Mono will not 
want to miss this, and every-
one is welcome to this all-
ages show.  
Indie stars Okkervil River 
hit up the Aquarium with 
Grand Forks, N.D.’s June 
Panic (who has put out seven 
releases to date for renowned 
indie label Secretly Canadian) 
for an all-ages show on 
Monday, Sept. 15. 
Local promoter Chris 
Hennen, who books shows 
at The Aquarium, warns this 
show “may sell out,” so get-
ting advance tickets would 
be highly advisable.  
For something entire-
ly different, long-running 
comedian and “America’s 
Funnyman” Neil Hamburger 
(aka Gregg Turkington) per-
forms at The Aquarium on 
Tuesday, Sept. 16. Comedic 
rockers Pleaseeasaur and 
local joke duo Fup round out 
a suitably absurd evening 
line-up. 
“If you like crude humor 
and want to laugh, Neil 
Hamburger is your man,” 
Hennen said. “He made a 
cameo in the Tenacious D 
film ‘Pick of Destiny.’”
“A lot of these bands are 
on tour because college is 
back in session and they want 
to visit cities that are full 
of students,” Hennen said. 
Sailer can be reached
at sailerbe@gmail.com.
And after working out on 
the practice field and breaking 
in their technique, what do the 
students do to keep their mind 
sharp? Peters (and his sources) 
dug up a few facts that would 
be interesting to know about 
the Dragon athletes of 2007-
2008 and shared them during 
his interview.
According to Peters, the 
largest area of declared study 
throughout the athletes was 
biology. Senior quarterback 
Craig Kutz achieved a 4.0 GPA 
during the last academic year, 
is majoring in biology. 
Many other athletes are 
involved in several other 
extracurricular activities, 
doing their best in everything 
they do and staying involved 
with their school.
On campus, it may not be 
surprising to see a football 
player buried nose-deep in a 
good book, or the computer 
whiz next door out on the 
court scoring points for the 
Dragons. 
Mr. Peters also would like to 
mention that any support from 
students at the Dragon home 
games is greatly appreciated. 
The first home games of the 
season occur in the upcoming 
week, including the football 
team, facing Bemidji State at 
home on Sept. 20, the vol-
leyball team at home against 
Minnesota, Crookston on Sept. 
16, and the soccer team’s first 
home game against Jamestown 
College was yesterday. Fan 
attendance is a great boost, 
and coaches and staff would 
love to see a high attendance 
on the home-town side-line.
  
He instucted them to use 
the whole roll of film and then 
return the camera with film 
to him. He used these imag-
es to create collages that are 
beautifully composed while 
telling something about each 
individual that took the film. 
He did not necessarily want 
to translate a story but to be 
the middleman and help with 
composition of the images.
“In order to make someone 
stop and look at something, 
it often times has to be com-
posed in an interesting man-
ner,” said Anderson. 
Anderson will also be show-
ing a print at the Spirit Room 
during the Mid America Print 
Council (MAPC) Convention, 
which takes place Oct. 1 to 5 in 
the F-M area. This self-portrait 
is a print done using photogra-
vure, a process started during 
the 1850s that combines pho-
tography with printmaking.
The process is very meticu-
lous and Anderson has done 
a lot of research on his own to 
learn this technique.
Photogravure involves cop-
perplate etching and is used 
to reproduce photographic 
images. Anderson enjoys the 
intense work that is involved 
and also the specific look that 
this process produces. He also 
tried to use this technique for 
the Scotland project but unfor-
tunately the prints did not 
turn out despite the time and 
money put into the effort.
“I am such an anal retentive 
person when it comes to my 
work,” said Anderson. 
If you missed the Scotland 
show in the school gallery 
then make sure to check out 
Anderson’s work in the show 
at the Spirit Room during the 
MAPC Convention. 
The convention will also 
feature studio demonstrations 
and lectures from well-known 
printmakers from around the 
United States. 
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Students from MSuM, NDSu and Concordia roam the halls of the Fargodome at College Night on 
Sept. 4. The Group hosted events, including a magician, games, and various door prizes. Dragons 
After Dark, another event hosted by the group, will be held Friday in the CMu. 
                                                     Sarha can be reachedat asarha@gmail.com.
This week’s 
concerts:
Trampled by Turtles
Friday at The Avalon
Oxford Collapse
Friday at The Aqarium
Mark Mallman
Saturday at The 
Aquarium
Sleeping in Gethsemane
Saturday at Red Raven
Okkervil River
Monday at The Aquarium
Neil Hamburger
Tuesday at The 
Aquarium
Thursday, Sept. 11, 2008Back Page
ATTENTION ALL
UNDERGRADUATE
DRAGONS
Y O U  H A V E
HEALTH INSURANCE
Questions?    Karen Lester lesterka@mnstate.edu   or   Carol Grimm grimm@mnstate.edu
This Fall MSUM and UnitedHealthcare have joined to 
offer an affordable health insurance plan for students
For information about the plan’s coverage go to www.UHCSR.com
If you do not want the health insurance go to 
w w w . m n s t a t e . e d u / h e n d r i x / i n s u r a n c e . c f m 
Click on the words OPT OUT and complete the electronic waiver
This Waiver needs to be completed by September 29, 2008 or 
$389.00 will be charged to your tuition and fee statement for Fall
YOU MUST ACT NOW !
Only
White Diamonds 
Will Do...
3031 13th Ave S
Fargo, ND 58103
(701)239-9091
Hilleren can be reached 
at jennyhilleren@hotmail.com
This space could 
be yours!
Advertise
with the
Advocate!
For rates and 
publication dates 
email advocate@
mnstate.edu
or call us at 
218.477.2365
Ads due Mondays at 
noon
Emergency 
Preparedness 
Discussion: Before 
and After 9/11
Noon to 1:15 p.m., 
Thursday, Science Lab 
104
Campus preparedness discussed
If there’s one thing we’ve 
learned in the past several 
years it is that anything is 
possible at any time. This 
‘anything’ includes, but is not 
limited to, school shootings. 
As students on an open 
campus it is easy to have 
a sense of insecurity when 
walking through the halls; 
however, that is something 
MSUM is taking every mea-
sure to prevent.
Michael Parks, director of 
campus security, stated his 
thoughts on security: “It is 
a daily consideration. It is 
something we think about 
every day and how we can 
improve it.” 
One step that has been 
taken to establish safety is the 
Code Blue campus security 
poles. There are already eight 
poles throughout the court-
yard on campus. 
Parks confirmed they are 
looking to increase the phones 
throughout campus by 30 per-
cent throughout the year. 
The purpose is to serve as 
an immediate alert system. 
There are two 
buttons, one 
is labeled as 
the emergen-
cy which is 
meant to be 
used in case 
of “emergen-
cy;” the other 
is labeled 
“info,” and 
can be used 
in non-life 
t h re a t e n i n g 
situations. The campus secu-
rity will respond regardless to 
ensure safety.
“Although the poles are 
there to serve as an emer-
gency system outside,” Parks 
said, “it is still difficult to pre-
vent school shootings because 
it is an open campus.” 
To further the security and 
safety of the students and fac-
ulty, MSUM established the 
E2 campus alert system. 
This allows texts and emails 
to be sent to 
students and 
faculty alike to 
warn them in 
case of emer-
gencies. 
If a situation 
was to occur 
where there 
was a state of 
emergency and 
word didn’t 
get to a par-
ticular class-
room, Parks urged people to 
remain in the classroom, turn 
off any lights, and back into 
corners. 
There are 12 people with 
access to the E2 campus alert, 
and in such cases of emergen-
cy, an immediate lockdown 
would take place.
Other works in progress to 
establish a sense of security 
for students and faculty are 
the installments of security 
cameras throughout the cam-
pus. They will enable campus 
security to identify any poten-
tial threat before it occurs. 
Also, the campus securi-
ty staff is continually utiliz-
ing safety training exercises 
and simulating emergency 
responses.  
There will be an Emergency 
Preparedness Discussion 
relating to the events of 
Sept. 11 today at 1:15 p.m., 
in Science Lab 104 and be 
sure to keep your eye out for 
other future safety education 
gatherings.
By JENNY HILLEREN
STAFF WRITER
Apply for a 
position at 
The Advocate!
We’re currently looking 
for staff writers and 
photographers. 
If you’re interested 
in applying for either 
position, we urge you to 
attend our next meeting  
at 4 p.m., on Monday, 
Sept. 15  in CMU 
110, followed by the 
photographer’s meeting 
at 5 p.m.
 
Applications are also 
available from the folder 
outside our office, which 
you can fill out and slide 
under the door any time. 
The Advocate
CMU 110
advocate@mnstate.edu
281-477-2551
